CREATIVITY IN WRITING
WITH
R.A.F. T.
(MORPHOLOGICAL
FORCED CONNECTIONS)

Ummmm….not that kind of raft.

R.A.F. T.
Role: Who will your main character be?
Audience: Who are you writing to?
Format: How will you write your idea?
Topic: What will you be writing about?
A R.A.F. T. is a way to force connections bet ween topics, ideas, characters, and
events that you wouldn’t normally think about. The creativity lies in how you
make it all work together!
Remember, good writing takes time and planning. Make your writing detailed,
well thought out, full of vivid vocabulary, and something you enjoy!
Choose one from each category to craft your writing. You don’t have to have the
story planned out as you make your choices. Have fun choosing and writing!

Role

Audience

Format

Topic

Big Bad Wolf

Red Riding Hood

Apology Letter

Apologize for eating a
family member

3 Little Pigs

Their father

Story

Please let us come
home!

The 3 Bears

The Kingdom

Wanted Poster

Reasons to throw
Goldilocks in jail.

Frog Prince

The police

Report

Convince a princess to
kiss a slimy frogs lips.

Cinderella

The King

Persuasive Letter

Brings stepmother and
sisters to justice for
their bad treatment.

See the following example and then choose your own combination and write!

Sample writing from a R.A.F. T.
R: Big Bad Wolf
A: The Kingdom
F: Wanted Poster
T: Throw Goldilocks in Jail

WANTED
Red Velvet Cape as Reward

Goldilocks, a savory innocent looking young morsel girl was last seen squatting on the three bears

territory and attempting to burn them with scalding porridge. She has been known to gain entry into
your house by claiming that she is looking for her lost friend “Red.” She belongs in my belly jail
for destruction of property, attempted manslaughter, and smelling delicious.
Contact Big Bad Wolf if spotted.

